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The Kawasaki KDX is an intermediate enduro motorcycle intended predominantly for off-road
use. It was introduced in after revisions to the preceding KDX It has been a long-standing model
in Kawasaki 's lineup, having been introduced in the early s, seeing several revisions along the
way up to the end of its production in KDX "B" runs concurrently with A model variations
unconfirmed - possibly local market changes. Many key upgrades came to the KDX in It
received liquid cooling, a modified powervalve system with larger expansion bottle and valves,
a heavier crank, dual disc brakes, heavier clutch springs and more plates, a newly modeled
frame with a modern style linkage, KXbased shock with 16 compression and 16 rebound
adjustments, quick release access for rear wheel, large airbox, and a Notes : brought a modern
new look and a redesigned KIPS powervalve system including larger valves and a central
powervalve in the exhaust manifold. The KDX saw its last production run in , with left over
models being sold through and into mid in some areas. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Categories :
Kawasaki motorcycles Off-road motorcycles. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional
references from March All articles needing additional references All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from June Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Add links. Telescoping fork, Uni-Trak swingarm. Picture credits Kawasaki. Submit more pictures. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the
exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change
without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy
policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike
This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes
Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. The Kawasaki KDX is one of the most competent
off-road motorcycles on the market. With a friendly yet spirited power band and great-handling
chassis, it is always ready for the most challenging trail ride. Compare with any other bike.
Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :.
Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check
out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Dirt-bike parts and gear available from Mega
Motor Madness. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a
list of related motorbikes before you buy this Kawasaki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos.
Read the riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability,
repair costs, etc. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in
the future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome
to read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. Fun-factor for the
Kawasaki KDX You can also compare bikes. What's new Latest activity. What's new. JavaScript
is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Vintage Motorcycle Rebuilds. Dirt Bike Brands - Other. New Member? Go here first.
Dirtbike revs high only when choke off Latest: Burley Feb 6, Let's hope is a bit better!!! With
more riding! Latest: ProClassArrows Feb 3, Actual weight for KDX Thread starter jruggery Start
date Jun 20, Jun 20, Joined Apr 6, Messages 54 Likes 0. I had a question about the actual weight
of the current KDX Kawasaki's website lists the weight at Has anyone out there actually
weighed theirs? I know that when one of the mags tests a bike they usually list the actual
weight, but since the KDX hasn't been tested in a zillion years except for the recent Dirt Rider
that didn't list a weight I don't know where else to look. Sorry if you can't read my question! I'm
new to the forum thing, and I didn't expect my typing to run right off of the screen like that.
Anyway, the question was, does anyone out there know what the actual weight of a current ''03
KDX is? Has anyone actually weighed theirs? I know that when one of the mags tests a bike,
they usually list the actual weight, but since the KDX hasn't been tested in a zillion years except
for the sweet article in the recent Dirt Rider that didn't list a weight , I don't know where else to
look. Joined Apr 19, Messages Likes 0. Joined Apr 30, Messages Likes 0. You must log in or
register to reply here. The punters, that is, not the bikes. Last winter Kawasaki announced they
would no longer bring in the very bike most beloved of club-class enduro riders and all-round
mucky buggers everywhere. The big 'un was a balls-out 58bhp motocrosser with lights, a
serious piece of off-road psychosis with a seat height up in the heavens; the , on the other
hand, was Mr Softee, 37bhp-worth of tame, rideable, reliable cleandirty underwear, if you see
what I mean. You'd have to be good or nuts to make anything of the 's potential; most off-road
riders aren't that good, and they're not afraid to admit it. Bring back the Kawasaki - who
presumably had their ear to the ground and were worried it might get knobbly tracks all over it eventually relented and belatedly brought a batch of s in for us also-rans to complement the s

they'd already ordered for the bonkers end of the market. I bought a , 'cos I'm bonkers but not
very good with it. Ask anyone. Now in its third year â€” although its air-cooled predecessor was
a class favourite too - the '91 KDX is really a '90 KDX in any colour you want as long as it's puke
- sorry, lime-green. Just like Dave Thorpe's. Er, Dave Thorpe's bike that is Compared to the KMX
the 'D' is a claimed seven bhp stronger; it's the same weight - it loses some peripherals but
gains pounds thanks to beefier suspension kit with oodles more travel, adjustment and
all-round efficiency; there's a much stiffer chassis with quicker-steering, more racer-orientated
geometry. And, above all, the KDX comes standard with knobblies, which are as much a
revelation on dirt as slicks are on tarmac, and you can't get slicks for the KMX's 17in rear hoop.
Gas the KMX in a moment of panic, and the chances are it'll either do not very much or dump
you on your ear. Gas the KDX and miraculously, it straightens itself out, lofts the front end over
that gully, or otherwise somehow gets you out of bother. Even when it doesn't, the get-offs are
more spectacular and always worth a round of applause from your mates. It instantly makes you
a better rider. Despite all that suspender travel, the seat is of manageable height. The
suspension isn't exactly works kit - what do you expect for two grand? Compared with the KMX
the extra suspension sophistication allows less trail without any tradeoff in stability. Despite the
extra wheelbase, it's fairly nimble, too, and responds accurately to body English. The KDX will
wheelie at the drop of a copper's gaze and is quite capable of embarrassing roadsters if you're
prepared to forget how lethal knobblies can be on wet tarmac. With the right gearing it'd make a
genuine lOOmph street bike. On dirt, there's power enough to cope with stomp-sapping sand or
to loosen the rear end if you need to although nothing like to the extent of a fullblown
motocrosser, thank God. And yet it plonks almost as well as the KMX which, cc-for-cc must be
the most flexible two-stroke single ever. And it doesn't even foul plugs, although mixing petrol
for it is a chore I thought went out with flared pants. The 'D' is seven cc bigger and more
crucially has less oversquare dimensions, allowing more cylinder wall area to cram full of ports.
At 35mm the Keihin carb is nine mm bigger, and the exhaust system has the sort of volume that
makes strokers lose their asthma, without ripping the environment apart with stray decibels.
And its transfer port bulges are unquestionably sexier. I'm also told that slapping on a KX
motocross silencer does it no harm at all. Just as important, given it's Joe Clubman's appeal,
the KDX has earned a reputation for being bullet-proof, and holds its value better than most
ofF-roaders. Water pump seals sometimes go allowing coolant into the gearbox. This is easily
spotted, showing up as a pale, creamy emulsion through the sight-glass, a bit like baby vomit. A
new seal takes about an hour to slot in. The standard chain is crap and should be thrown away
and replaced by an O-ring unless you like buying sprockets , and Renthal 'bars aren't a bad idea
either. And for some reason it seems to eat rear pads. Strictly speaking, KDX's aren't street
legal, but are easy enough in practice for an individual to register. The authorities seem
prepared to overlook the plastic tank - Porsches have got 'em after all. You're supposed to add
a speedo an odometer and trip is standard , brake light and horn, although the second-hand one
I bought had none of these. Mind you, it was registered as a scooter combination. The KDX is
without doubt the best bike in its class. This isn't really as big a deal as it sounds, as it's in a
class of one; no other bike attempts to combine â€” at any price - a tractable but not slow
two-stroke engine, a chassis with serious off-road capabilities and a saddle you don't need to
be Godzilla to climb on. There's nothing radical about the KDX, but nothing else comes close to
meeting the same honest formula. It'll never sell remotely as well, but it's not for nothing that
the off-road fraternity regards it as fondly as a certain class of headbanger loves LCs. In it's
small green way, it's a classic. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Two stroke, single
cylinder, reed valve. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Max
Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Single
Kayaba shocks adjustable for compression rebound damping, spring preload. Rear Wheel
Travel. Front Brakes. Single mm disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Fuel
Capacity. Related Link. Kawasaki KLX. Kawasaki has a good thing going with their KDX , a
motorcycle they humbly refer to as "the greatest trailbike ever made. A lack of significant
changes can result in a loss of sales as buyers flock to what's new from other manufacturers,
but even worse is change for change's sake that results in an inferior product. Kawasaki solved
this dilemma by introducing the new KDXR while still keeping the venerable in the line up for
those loyal to that machine. Clearly the powers at Kawasaki were cautious of alienating faithful
customers with a "New Coke" version of their famous enduro. The three day event took place in
a tiny mining town nestled deep within the beautiful mountain ranges of central Idaho. Scenery
was stunning with views rivaling Switzerland and Austria's best. Sorry, but we're keeping the
place a secret as some things are better left undiscovered. Temperature was the only downside
to this spectacular locale as the mercury dropped to a bone-numbing thirty degrees in the
morning and only mustered fifty-five during the afternoon. Kawasaki pulled out all the stops to

make sure the test bikes were properly presented to the press. Off-road heroes Ty Davis two
time ISDE top American , and Larry Roeseler winningest off-road rider to date were on hand to
guide the group, lend their expertise and do what they do best for the cameras. Over the next
three days we rode all three models in a variety of conditions. The trails were primarily single
track loops joined by tracts of dust, mud, technical rocky sections, rutted switchbacks, trees,
logs and considerable snow in the higher elevations. Having personally owned nearly a half
dozen KDX models over the years I was anxious to climb aboard the new R to see what happens
to "the world's greatest trailbike" when it is improved. This year's all new R has generated a
great deal of excitement amongst KDX diehards everywhere. Kawasaki claims that the R
"bridges the gap" between riders who feel a cc machine might be underpowered, but consider a
cc bike to be too much motorcycle. Both KDX models share an identical chassis with the only
differences being the motor and carb. Kawasaki is presenting the R as the more race-worthy
version of the KDX family because of its engine modifications. The R comes on strong off the
bottom and builds smoothly until it's time to shift. However compared to the it seems to run out
of steam quickly, almost as if it's being held back. These type of power characteristics make the
bike more suitable for trail riding than serious competition. Maybe the altitude played with our
best judgement but the smaller seems capable of generating power more rapidly and for a
longer duration than the R. Without a Dyno run we can't be sure but a quick dissection of
Kawasaki's new lime green Frankenstein might shed some light. It's rumored that the engine is
borrowed directly from a domestic Japanese dual purpose unit. While the motor is virtually
identical to the there are a few subtle differences which no doubt contribute to the R's tamer
disposition. The cylinder bore is three millimeters larger yielding an overall displacement of
cubic centimeters as opposed to the 's cubic centimeters. This looks like we're on the right
track, however, from here things go awry. Strangely, a carburetor that is a full two millimeters
smaller PWK33 than the 's provides the intake mixture. While theoretically this would create
improved low end response one would assume bumping the displacement and leaving all
things constant would accomplish the same end. Kawasaki engineers cooked up further
changes in their cauldron. At idle both models report almost identical compression ratios but as
rpm builds the comes out. On the R both the transfer and exhaust port timing has been ever so
lightly tinkered with to produce smoother, more tractable power. We would be interested to see
the results of a carb swap but time did not permit this. We're looking forward to reviewing a R
for an extended period of time but at this zero hour we're hard pressed to recommend one
model over the other. Both KDX's are very good and very similar. It makes more sense to buy a
and spend the savings on an aftermarket cc kit, a pipe and maybe a port job. At least you'll be
starting out with a larger carburetor. Kawasaki's KDX has experienced a strong following since
its inception in and the latest perimeter steel frame version H model is probably the best ever.
Frankly, we did not expect any significant revelations from a motorcycle who's powerplant is
based on last year's borderline-anemic KLX But after having ridden the package it's hard not to
be excited about what we discovered. Kawasaki has come up with a combination of engine and
component modifications that have made notable improvements in power and handling.
Displacement was increased by boring the cylinder an additional six millimeters to bring total
size to cc. A Keihin CVK34 Constant Velocity carburetor is fitted and performed without
hesitation or error during our evaluation although we did experience some minor backfiring
during high speed runs when the throttle was abruptly chopped. This did not seem to affect
performance, although it did scare off nearby wildlife. Starting the bike hot or cold is easy
thanks to Kawasaki's Automatic Compression Release KACR system while last year's rough
idling has been eliminated by advancing the ignition five degrees. Modifications were also made
to fifth and sixth gears to improve transmission performance while attempting to reduce overall
gear noise. However, during our test the KLX jumped out of gear on two separate occasions,
both while under load. This problem wasn't unique to our bike either as several members of the
press were able to duplicate this condition. Kawasaki is aware of the problem and says it will be
fixed. Smaller detail changes include a repositioned oil filter for easier access and larger
radiator shrouds that are fastened via a plastic "pop-in" tab rather than the traditional bolt-on
design. One rider managed to pop one out during a crash but the piece was undamaged and
quickly snapped back into place. Very nice. Front forks are 43mm upside-down cartridge units
with way adjustable compression damping. A rear shock with piggyback reservoir and 16
compression and rebound damping adjustments rides on Kawasaki's patented Uni-Trak linkage
system. Kawasaki claims that both front and rear suspension spring rates have been slightly
increased to suit faster riders. With stock settings at both ends the suspension did a good job
of keeping the machine on its intended course and only a few unexpected drop-offs and some
large jumps resulted in light bottoming. The plastic engine coolant reservoir shares the same
under-the-seat left side positioning as older KDX models. In the event that the KLX requires any

sort of trailside maintenance necessitating tools you're out of luck. Although there's plenty of
room on the rear fender you'll have to shell out the extra cash for a KDX or aftermarket toolbag
in order to enjoy the comfort of having tools. The KLX's exhaust canister has a removable baffle
assembly for competition riding. While this does not compromise the function of the
mechanical spark arrestor it does, obviously, result in a louder exhaust note that might be
offensive in some parts of the world. Sound levels were not overly obnoxious in the wide open
areas we traversed but you should use your own judgment based on the situation. Both front
and rear brakes are the same as last years KX and are very capable of hauling the bike down
from speed. We were less pleased with the routing of the front brake line which hangs below the
front left fork leg inviting possible failure in the event of a severe enough hit. While we did not
experience any troubles we would anxiously keep an eye on this. The KLX has. Despite the
numbers, riding the KLX gives the pilot an impression of sitting very close to the ground with
ergonomics reminiscent of the older KDX, albeit superior in design. Whether it's the seat's
slimness or perhaps the positioning of the low footpeg, the layout works well as the KLX
inspired confidence in nasty mud and snow-covered terrain. It is a very easy bike to ride and
worked well in technical situations that required frequent touching down to stay upright. With a
claimed weight of only Having ridden both machines it's clear that Kawasaki has jumped into
the ring with a viable open class contender that can go head-to-head with the XR. Perhaps
putting the KLX over the top is that performance gains are easily achieved by installing a steel
sleeve and cc piston. Larry Roeseler claims cc is attainable with a bored and stroked motor
which, with a different carburetor, would give much more horsepower. As mentioned earlier
both KDX models are identical in every way except for their engines. Both share the same steel
perimeter frame based on the KX and designs. Both are fitted with conventional 43mm cartridge
forks, with way compression damping, and a nitrogen-filled aluminum body rear shock. The rear
unit supports way compression and rebound damping as well as a spring pre-load adjustment
and uses a remote reservoir to avoid shock overheating. Stock suspension settings produced
some rear wheel hop and some front end deflection but worked quite well overall. All three
models mentioned here utilize a special Electrofusion cylinder bore. This is a process that
leaves a porous hard coating of molybdenum and steel permanently secured to an aluminum
bore by using high voltage during manufacture. While such cylinders can't be bored in the same
manner as steel units the benefits of the design are a resistance to wear and the ability to
transfer heat more efficiently. An O-ring chain, quick release rear wheel, snail cam chain
adjustment, head and taillight assembly, U. Forestry-approved spark arrester and a resettable
tripmeter come standard on each model. Each machine comes stock with flimsy plastic
handguards designed to protect you from bugs, small branches, the cold and little else. Toss
them in favor of some good aftermarket aluminum or sturdy plastic wrap-around pieces. The
psychological effects of real protection will do wonders for your riding confidence. Kawasaki
should be applauded for their continuing efforts to produce high quality two-stroke motorcycles
for recreational off-road enthusiasts -- an off-road segment that is under heavy scrutiny due to
ever-tightening emission regulations. It would seem that producing four-stroke motorcycles is
not only the politically correct thing to do but they are also easier to market. With impending
CARB regulations we're not sure how much longer you'll be able to purchase new KDX's in
California but consider this model the last of a dying breed. Two-stroke off-road machines may
soon join their street siblings as classic heirlooms to remember. Get 'em while you can. Home
Manufacturer Contact. Kawasaki KDX R. Make Model. Two stroke, single cylinder, reed valve.
Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Keihin PWK35 carburetor.
Electronic CDI. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel.
Rear Suspension. Single shock adjustable preload, way compression damping and way
rebound damping. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Single mm disc 2 piston caliper. Rear
Brakes. Single mm disc 1 piston caliper. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Ground Clearance.
Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity. Related Link. Kawasaki KLX. First a little KDX model history. Still, the
additional 25cc of displacement made a huge difference in the cc two-stroke class. Primarily,
the team had worked out porting and carburetion specifications by the time True Sport was
disbanded in , and had also calculated optimum transmission ratios for the KDX, among many
other refinements. Instead they trickled them out for years, so the KDX always had new and
appealing features. It was smart marketing. The first cc in was a fine bike, as a result of all this
development. Less exciting, but possibly more important, is the improvement in the gear ratios
in the versus the KDX Jack Penton and the True Sport riders, along with engineering help from
Tom Penton, tested and worked out gear ratio numbers that made the KDX virtually flawless as
it was worked up through the gears. The combination of good, ridable power output as well as a
sensible progression through the gears made the KDX hard to beat. The KDX engine remained
air-cooled until This may appear stone-age by present-day standards, but one big advantage

remains from the lack of radiators, coolant pumps and plumbing: low weight. The early KDX
claimed a dry weight of pounds, quite light at the time. Jeff Fredette tells a story in March Dirt
Bike magazine that, in the strict ISDE rules at the time Wales he and Fritz Kadlec had to add 12
pounds of steel bars plus carry an extra chain in the tool bag in order to meet the minimum
weight requirements. Looking back, handling and suspension on the KDX was a curious mix.
Reading all the test reviews of the time, a common consensus comes out: The suspension
components were nothing special on the early KDXs, but the chassis design carried the KDX to
the top of the class with ease. Frame design is as much of a black art as it is a science, and
somehow Kawasaki managed to put together a chassis that appeared to be too longâ€”in some
cases two inches longer than the competitionâ€”creating a very stable platform for high-speed
running. At the same time, the synergy between the fork angle and the Uni-Trak rear allowed the
KDX to turn easily and precisely under any conditions. And this included sub-par suspension
units. The Kawasakis were notorious for coming from the factory with less than an ideal amount
of oil in the forks, and they were also sprung for fairly lightweight riders. The stock forks were
easy for an aggressive rider to bottom out, and so was the rear end, depending on rider weight.
In spite of this, the KDX was a brilliant handling bike. Whenever there was a major revision to
the line, the letter designation changed in a way that made little sense to the consumer. The C1
KDX was an interesting machine. The engine remained air-cooled, but the finned cylinder grew a
power valve, the common name for a variable-height exhaust port. The net effect of the KIPS
was to increase mid-range and low-end power slightly. A very welcome improvement of the C1
was the addition of a disc front brake, relieving the drum brake problem by about 50 percent.
Until the mids most all enduro and trail bikes had drum brakes at both ends, well known to foul
and lose effectiveness in mud and water, so the switch to a disc front was a significant
improvement. It would be years yet before the KDX received a disc rear. Major changes in the
suspension also appeared on the C1, most significant was 43mm Kayaba conventional forks,
increasing the flex-resistance and therefore the steering accuracy of the KDX. The fork travel
was Suspension action was still soft, keeping the KDX down in the enduro and trailbike
category unless the owner invested in stiffer springs front and rear. A larger clutch and a larger
flywheel were built into the new KIPS-powered engine, and the gear ratio of first gear was raised
to take advantage of the increased horsepower and greater flywheel affect. In it, two of the most
lusted-after changes were incorporated, and of course those two were a liquid-cooled engine
and a rear disc brake. Both could be attributed to honest ignorance, one in the case of the
factory, one in the case of the KDX rider. First off, cooling the engine of a trail bike was a
different matter than cooling a motocrosser. Enduro and trail bikes had to occasionally crawl
through airless woods and rock gardens where slow-going was the only way to survive. It would
be a couple years before coolant flow was improved enough to reduce the troubles with boiling
coolant, and in the mean time accessory companies were creating all sorts of special
anti-freezes and cooling system fixes, not just for the KDX but for all water-cooled bikes of the
time. At the same time, riders were being asked to switch from barely-working drum brakes to
disc brakes, and nearly all of them were used to dragging the rear brake all the while they were
on the gas. The upshot of this was that the new rear disc overheated and wore pads away in no
time. Tougher pads were developed, but the most important change, over time, is that riders
finally adapted to the much more powerful disc brakes and stayed off of them except when they
needed them. Those were the two main complaints of the E-series KDX, but they were easily
overshadowed with how well the new bike worked in the woods. The KDX suspension was still
soft; sufficient for the woods but would bottom out in high speed sections. The short story was
that the KDX was turning more into a race bike with every series change. Special features of the
E-series included a quick-change rear wheel, facilitated by a new axle slot in the swingarm, and
a pull-handle on the front axle to make it easier to remove. A bigger clutch and a greater amount
of crank mass counteracted the increase in horsepower, keeping the bike tractable. Suspension
stroke was increased a quarter-inch on both ends, and a double-wall pipe helped quiet the bike,
while creating protest that the pipe was too heavy. A significant but often overlooked change on
the E1 KDX was the switch to a 12 volt electrical system, versus the six-volt system that had
been used since the KDX The airbox was now bigger and easier to get at; and in a surprise
move, Kawasaki did away with the electronic odometer and went back to a mechanical one.
There were so many changes on the H1 that it could be considered a completely new bike. The
seat height was taller, thanks to the frame, and the fuel tank held slightly less. The liquid-cooled
engine was completely new, with a new guillotine-style powervalve from the KX bikes, higher
compression, a new crank and bigger clutch. It still felt stable in the woods, still turned quickly
in the trees. The seat height had been getting taller every year, but all bikes were taller and few
complaints were heard. The new engine and its mounting configuration had finally reduced
vibration to a distant memory on the KDX, and magazine reviewers wondered what Kawasaki

could do to improve the KDX. The answer to that question wasâ€”very little. The KDX went on
for another 12 years with very few changes. The onslaught of the racing four-strokes and
confusion over the future viability of two-stroke off road machines eroded sales of the KDX, and
it was bumped to make room for the KLX series of four-strokes. Kawasaki carted a group of
worldwide offroad journalists to Idaho in to introduce their new babyâ€”the KDX The setting
was fabulous, no expenses were spared, and the riding was top-notch. The trouble was, the bike
was confused. The was a KDX with a 3mm larger bore and a 2mm smaller carburetor. Everyone
assumed the was created to compete with the cc competition on a more level playing field, but
the felt slower than the Almost everyone in attendance preferred the to the , but the magazine
reviews of the time tried to be very kind to the KDX In the long run, it was determined that the
could actually be faster than the , but it needed a lot of work to get there. Careful porting, head
work and boring out the carb was the key, along with an aftermarket pipe and silencer. The was
definitely the unfinished racer, and in truth its presence on the showroom floors may have
diluted sales of the KDX as well as its own who would be pleased to buy a 20cc larger KDX and
then find out it was slower than the ? The non-cartridge forks of the KDX A and C series would
universally benefit from setting the fork oil level properly, and using the right fork oil.
Depending on rider weight, heavier springs were a welcome addition front and rear, as the KDX
was sprung for a fairly light rider. Careful cylinder porting and attention to compression ratio,
carburetor jetting and all the facets integral to feeding fuel into the engine were guaranteed to
bring more power out of the KDX engine. Jeff Fredette was and remains the sole expert along
these lines. Without a doubt, the most popular modification to the KDX was the addition of an
accessory expansion chamber, the most effective being any pipe purported to increase low-end
power, the idea being to make the KDX even easier to ride quickly in tight woods and enduro
situations. Accessory silencers also helped to improve power output, and also reduced overall
weight, since the stock KDX silencer often weighed five pounds or more. You must be logged in
to post a comment. KDX Model History KDX A1 All new in cc engine vs cc previous
Displacement gain is through longer stroke, same bore diameter as the 32mm M
dxt x2669ui wiring diagram
genie intellicode wiring diagram
1996 volkswagen jetta
ikuni carb New gear ratios in six-speed transmission Seven plate clutch versus six plates for
the KDX Chassis based on KX; steel tubing, box-section aluminum swingarm New single-strut
Uni-Trak rear Damping adjustable aluminum body shock 38mm Kayaba forks, The all new
KDXA4 was introduced at a press event in Idaho in In the long run, it was determined that the
could actually be faster than the , but it needed a lot of work to get there. Popular Modifications
The non-cartridge forks of the KDX A and C series would universally benefit from setting the
fork oil level properly, and using the right fork oil. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be
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